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1. 

General instruction: All questions are compulsory  
 
Short answer questions:- 

 
 
[1x10=10] 

 a) What is color Mode in Photoshop?  
 b) How can you add a text in an image file?  
 c) What do you mean by variable declaration?  
 d) Which data type can store only two values?  
 e) Which statement is used to stop the execution of a form?  
 f) What do you mean by comments in VB? Which statements are used to give comment in VB.  
 g) What do you mean by Data Redundancy?  
 h) Which statement controls the flow of execution of a program?  
 i) What do you mean by DBMS?  
 j) What is the difference between fields and records in database?  
2. Match the following.  [½ *6=3] 

1. String concatenation operator                 a. Character from left side   
 
 
 
 

2. Logical operator b. Str 
3. Len() c. & 
4. Data Type d. And  
5. Left  e. Total character in string 

 6. Variable name f. String  
3. Differentiate between the following.  [2x5=10] 
 a) Visual Basic and Basic. 

b) Project explorer window and properties  window. 
c) Tool box and tool bar. 
d) InputBox() and MsgBox() 
e) Date() and Now() 

 

4. Give one word answer. 
a) The tab in MS Access 2007 Ribbon for creating queries, forms and reports. 
b) The option for exiting MS Access 2007 application. 
c) The pane while creating a query where the different properties and criteria are set. 
d) The view in which contents of the table can be edited and modified. 
e) The pane visible in the Design View while creating a table. 
f) The extension of Photoshop file. 
g) Tool for writing a text. 
h) Changing the color of the background and foreground. 
i) The symbol on the layer that denotes that the layer is visible. 
j) The mode that lets the user to create and view a temporary mask for an image. 

[½ *10=5] 

5. Explain any two features of  Adobe Photoshop. [2] 
6. What are layers? Give any three features of layers. [3] 
7. What are data types? Name all possible data types that can be used in MS Access  2007. [3] 
8. Observe the given table and answer the following question 

Roll Name Address DOB 
1 Manoj Kumar Namkum, Ranchi 15/12/1986 
2 Sonal Mehta Main Road, Ranchi 12/15/1996 

a) Write all the field names along with their suitable data types.     
b) Which column should be taken as Primary Key?      

[5] 



c) Write the steps to assign primary key.        
9. Explain any three tabs of the New Project Window. [3] 
10. Write sequential code for the following algorithms. 

a) Get the value of principle, time and rate of interest. 
b) Calculate the interest.  
c) Display the result in a message box. 

[4] 

11. Find out the output.  
  
 
Dim a as integer 
 if a>5 THEN 
  a=a*2 
 else 
  a=a+2 
 end if 
 Print a 
 Print” Program ends” 
 
Input: 3 

[2] 

12. Read the code given here. Design a form where this code can be used to get the output. Also write 
the appropriate Rem statement along with each line of the code. 
Dim Area as Single 
Area=val(text1.Text)*val(text1.text) 
Msgbox(“Area of a square is”&Area) 

[4] 

13.  What is the purpose of a Toolbox in Visual Basic? Name any four commonly used tools for 
designing a form. 

[5] 

14. Name and explain any five tools used in Adobe Photoshop. [5] 
15. Name and explain any four component of Visual Basic IDE. [4] 

16. Find the errors in the given code. 
 

[2X2=4] 

i) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ii) 

Dim login as integer 
Login=”abc” 
If login is “abc” or login is “ABC” 
 Msgbox Allowed to work 
ELSE IF  
 Msgbox Not allowed to work 
END 
 
 dim num1,num2 with integer 
2=num1 
3=num2 
If num1<num2 
Print num1 is smaller 
Else if  
Print num2 is smaller 
end 
 

  



18. Write the names of all the controls used in the given VB form. 

 

[5] 

19. Accept the age of a person in a text box and display an appropriate message whether he/she is 
eligible for a driving license or not. 

[4] 

20.  Write a program and design a form to enter base and height of a triangle and calculate its area.  [4] 
21.  Accept the length and breadth of rectangle from the user in text box. Calculate its perimeter in a 

message box. 
[5] 

 


